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Abstract Long-term atmospheric NO$_x$/CO enhancement ratios in megacities provide evaluations of emission inventories. A fuel-based emission inventory approach that diverges from conventional bottom-up inventory methods explains 1970–2015 trends in NO$_x$/CO enhancement ratios in Los Angeles. Combining this comparison with similar measurements in other U.S. cities demonstrates that motor vehicle emissions controls were largely responsible for U.S. urban NO$_x$/CO trends in the past half century. Differing NO$_x$/CO enhancement ratio trends in U.S. and European cities over the past 25 years highlights alternative strategies for mitigating transportation emissions, reflecting Europe’s increased use of light-duty diesel vehicles and correspondingly slower decreases in NO$_x$ emissions compared to the U.S. A global inventory widely used by global chemistry models fails to capture these long-term trends and regional differences in U.S. and Europe megacity NO$_x$/CO enhancement ratios, possibly contributing to these models’ inability to accurately reproduce observed long-term changes in tropospheric ozone.

1. Introduction

Accurate knowledge of the sources and sinks of tropospheric ozone is important for understanding its effects on human health, air quality, and climate [Monks et al., 2015]. Tropospheric ozone is produced through atmospheric photochemical oxidation of carbon monoxide (CO) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the presence of nitrogen oxides (NO$_x$ = NO + NO$_2$) and is also modulated by stratospheric influx. "Bottom-up" inventories of these ozone precursors provide spatially and temporally resolved emissions from all relevant source sectors and are critical input to atmospheric model simulations.

Global chemistry models (GCMs) are used in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Assessment Reports [Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2013] to understand the past atmospheric state and predict its future based on historical emissions trends and projected emissions scenarios, with the goal of providing guidance to policy makers. Multidecadal GCM simulations of tropospheric ozone have been used to assess model fidelity over historical time periods with measurement-based constraints. For example, over a dozen GCMs were run for the past several decades within the Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP, http://www.giss.nasa.gov/projects/accmip/) and the Chemistry-Climate Model Initiative (CCMI, http://www.igacproject.org/ccmi) [Lamarque et al., 2010; Eyring et al., 2013]. Comparisons with long-term ozone measurements show that these CCMs overestimate ozone mixing ratios and underestimate long-term ozone trends at Northern Hemisphere (NH) midlatitudes, where the effect of anthropogenic emissions on ozone is expected to be largest [Logan et al., 2012; Parrish et al., 2014]. The latitudinal distributions of NH ozone concentrations are also not well simulated by these models [Young et al., 2013; Cooper et al., 2014; Parrish et al., 2014]. While the GCMs in these exercises had different representations...
of transport and chemistry with their own uncertainties, all the models used the related inventories ACCMIP and MACCity [Lamarque et al., 2010; Granier et al., 2011] to prescribe the long-term evolution of emissions. Inaccuracies in these inventories thus represent a potential source of error common to long-term chemistry-climate simulations of tropospheric ozone and its impact on radiative forcing.

Methods for constructing bottom-up inventories are complex and continuously evolving, resulting in uncertainties that are difficult to quantify. Atmospheric observations can provide an objective evaluation of inventory emissions fluxes, spatial and temporal variability, and source sector partitioning. For example, observed atmospheric enhancement ratios of co-emitted species above a local background can be directly compared to the corresponding emissions ratio in an inventory [Parrish et al., 2002; Parrish, 2006; Pollack et al., 2013]. Enhancement ratios are conserved at spatial and temporal scales appropriate to urban area sampling and are independent of atmospheric dilution into background air. Similarly, the fuel-based inventory approach [Singer and Harley, 1996] offers advantages over conventional bottom-up inventory methods by using roadway measurements of emissions factors of real-world vehicle fleets and fuel sales data to derive emissions for mobile sources. The fuel-based approach can improve emission estimates and, when used as input to chemical transport models, has been demonstrated to produce more realistic modeled ozone concentrations compared to conventional approaches [Harley et al., 1997; Kim et al., 2016].

In order to monitor progress toward air quality regulatory targets, long-term accurate measurements of NO, NO2, and CO have been made for decades in several world megacities, including the Los Angeles (LA) Basin and New York City (NYC), USA; London, United Kingdom (UK); and Paris, France [von Schneidemesser et al., 2010; Parrish et al., 2011; Pollack et al., 2013]. Long-term accurate VOC measurements are sparser than those of NOx and CO. However, CO and VOC concentrations are highly correlated in megacities where motor vehicle emissions dominate [Parrish et al., 2009; Warneke et al., 2012; von Schneidemesser et al., 2010; Borbon et al., 2013], allowing urban VOC levels to be estimated from their enhancement ratios relative to CO.

In this work, we compare ambient NOx/CO enhancement ratios and NOx/CO emission trends in U.S. and European cities. We find that a long-term fuel-based inventory can account for the drivers of multidecadal urban NOx and CO emissions changes. We evaluate the MACCity global inventory against the long-term observations and the fuel-based inventory and explore causes for MACCity’s inability to reproduce measured trends. Our study demonstrates that air quality monitoring can be used to assess the ability of global inventories to capture the long-term evolution and regional differences in emissions that impact ozone climate forcing.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Ambient Measurements

The long-term evolution of the LA Basin’s air pollution and emissions has been studied in detail [McDonald et al., 2012, 2013, 2015; Warneke et al., 2012; Pollack et al., 2013]. Pollack et al. [2013] (referred to as “POL13” hereafter) analyzed observations dating back to 1960 from ambient monitors maintained by the California Air Resources Board (CARB), intensive field research campaigns employing ground-based and aircraft sampling, and roadside remote sensing combined with vehicle identification. We adopted the same LA Basin spatial extent as POL13 (Table S1 in the supporting information) and used their reported 1965–2010 NOx/CO enhancement ratios. We supplemented POL13’s analysis with eight additional CARB stations (Figure S1 and Table S1) and extended the CARB data record through 2015. Most CARB monitors used here were chosen due to their location near busy roadways and thus their representativeness of motor vehicle emissions.

Following POL13, Parrish et al. [2002], and Parrish [2006], we derived NOx/CO enhancement ratios from the slope of the correlation between observed NOx and CO mixing ratios determined by a bivariate least squares linear regression (e.g., see Figure S2). Like POL13, we considered only CARB measurements taken during the weekday (Monday–Friday) morning rush hour (0500–0900 local time), to capture mostly fresh vehicle emissions and to minimize potential instrument artifacts from reactive nitrogen species other than NO or NO2. For consistency with POL13, CARB data were filtered for the May–September peak ozone production season [Parrish et al., 2011]. For each CARB monitor, we included in our analysis only years when at least two thirds of the possible number of hourly data during weekday morning rush hours between May and September were available and for which $r^2 \geq 0.5$, where $r$ is the correlation coefficient between hourly mixing ratios of NOx and CO. Restricting our analysis to well-correlated enhancement ratio data helps to ensure that ambient NOx and CO originates from the same emission source, i.e., mainly motor vehicles.
CO and NO\textsubscript{x} mixing ratios from air quality monitoring and intensive field campaigns conducted in seven other U.S. cities were also considered in our analysis. Detailed explanation of observational data collection and processing in these cities is provided in the supporting information (Text S1).

Hourly measured mixing ratios of CO, NO, and NO\textsubscript{2} for 1989–2015 (Figure S4 and Table S1) were obtained from the UK National Air Quality Archive for 17 stations in London [Dollard et al., 2007; von Schneidemesser et al., 2010; Derwent et al., 2014]. Remote sensing NO\textsubscript{2} and CO emission measurements of almost 70,000 vehicles are available from a system deployed at four locations in London in 2012 [Carslaw and Rhys-Tyler, 2013], identical to the system employed in the U.S. by Bishop and Stedman [2008]. Hourly measured mixing ratios for CO, NO, and NO\textsubscript{2} for 1995–2014 were obtained from Paris’ AIRPARIF air quality network for five traffic sites (Table S1 and Figure S5) [Parrish et al., 2009]. Ambient enhancement ratios are calculated from the hourly London and Paris monitoring data following the same procedure as the LA Basin CARB data.

2.2. Emissions Inventories

The MACCity inventory [Granier et al., 2011] used in this work is based on the ACCMIP inventory [Lamarque et al., 2010] for the period 1960–2000 and after 2000 uses the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP) 8.5 emissions. ACCMIP is input to the multicentury simulations performed within the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) Phase 5, while CCMI’s hindcasts (REF-C1 simulations) use MACCity as input. ACCMIP’s year 2000 emissions are based on several regional inventories, including from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme, and elsewhere are based on the Emissions Database for Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR) version-4 inventory. ACCMIP’s 1960–2000 emission trends are a combination of EDGAR-History Database of the Global Environment [van Aardenne et al., 2001] and RETRO [Schultz et al., 2008]. All inventories contributing to MACCity and ACCMIP were constructed with conventional approaches using emission factors and source activity data specific to the economic sector and region of interest [Lamarque et al., 2010; Granier et al., 2011]. ACCMIP was built at the regional level and allocated to a global horizontal grid using population and other surrogates. A detailed description of ACCMIP’s development can be found in Lamarque et al. [2010]. MACCity extends decadal ACCMIP and RCP 8.5 emissions to annual values with a seasonal cycle [Granier et al., 2011]. Details of MACCity data processing are given in the supporting information (Text S2).

We also produced our own 1970–2014 inventory for the LA Basin that incorporates emission estimates for mobile sources, including on-road and off-road engines, using a fuel-based approach for CO [McDonald et al., 2013, 2015] and NO\textsubscript{x} [McDonald et al., 2012]. The data set reported here extends the fuel-based inventory reported in McDonald et al. [2013] for 1990–2010. Mobile source emissions were calculated using fuel sales reports as a measure of engine activity, and emission factors were calculated from a meta-analysis of roadside observations that are normalized to fuel use, most of which were collected by the University of Denver [Bishop and Stedman, 2008, 2014] at cities around the U.S., and at the Caldecott Tunnel in Oakland, California [Kirchstetter et al., 1996; Kean et al., 2002; Ban-Weiss et al., 2008; Dallmann et al., 2013]. The fuel-based mobile source emissions differ from conventional inventory approaches used by the U.S. EPA and CARB in that vehicle activity is quantified on the basis of the amount of fuel consumed and emission factors are expressed per unit of fuel burned, rather than as a function of vehicle distance traveled. The fuel-based approach is also novel because it relies on emission factor observations of vehicles under real-world driving conditions, in contrast to conventional approaches based on representative sampling of a few vehicles under idealized conditions (e.g., using dynamometers). CARB’s official inventory quantifies emissions from other anthropogenic sectors, including stationary and area sources [California Air Resources Board, 2009, 2013b], which represent a minor fraction of the LA Basin’s total NO\textsubscript{x} and CO emissions during the period of interest. A detailed description of our long-term LA Basin inventory is provided in the supporting information (Text S3).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Los Angeles Basin and Other U.S. Cities

Figure 1a shows ambient NO\textsubscript{x}/CO enhancement ratios derived from measurement platforms deployed in the LA Basin over the past 50 years. The variation in NO\textsubscript{x}/CO enhancement ratios measured at different CARB stations across the basin in any given year reflects the precise mix of sources sampled at each site. For the
same reason, ratios measured at these LA Basin stations differ somewhat from those observed by roadside remote sensing and from research intensive measurements collected at ground sites and across the entire basin using aircraft sampling (Figure 1a).

Taken together, NOx/CO enhancement ratio observations from these different platforms present a consistent long-term trend (Figure 1a). The average 1965–2015 growth rate of the LA Basin ambient NOx/CO ratio (i.e., the slope of a log-linear fit to the ratios as a function of year) is $3.5\% \pm 0.1\% \text{yr}^{-1}$ (all uncertainties are $1\sigma$).
uncertainties on the trend fit coefficient). This increase is smaller than the 1960–2010 average growth rate reported by POL13 (4.9% ± 0.4% yr⁻¹; see Figure 6 in POL13). The 1965–2015 evolution of LA Basin ambient $\ln(\text{NO}_x/\text{CO})$ is more closely fit with a combination of a quadratic and linear fit than a straight line (Figure 1a). The observed LA Basin NOx/CO ratio increases slowly from 1970 to 1995, followed by a steeper increase until 2007 (described by a quadratic fit), and has begun to decrease since then (described by a linear fit). Differences from POL13 in the LA Basin NOx/CO 1965–2015 trend result from using additional CARB monitoring sites and extending the data record to more recent years.

Our long-term fuel-based LA Basin NOx/CO inventory emission ratios lie on the upper edge of the range of observed enhancement ratios (Figure 1a), and our inventory's 1970–2015 evolution is consistent with that of the observations. Our inventory captures the dominance of motor vehicles on the LA Basin's NOx and CO emissions over this 45 year period (Figure 2). The first U.S. tailpipe emission standards were adopted in California in 1966. Harley et al. [1997] estimated that uncontrolled light-duty gasoline vehicles (LDGVs) have a molar NOx/CO emissions ratio of 0.03. LDGV emissions of CO, VOCs, and NOx decreased between 1970 and the mid-1990s due to the implementation of three-way catalytic converters, which simultaneously oxidize CO and VOCs and reduce NOx, and due to modifications in vehicle fuels and engines [Kirchstetter et al., 1996, 1999; Sawyer et al., 2000]. NOx/CO ratios have generally increased since 1970 because CO emissions from gasoline-powered vehicles decreased faster than those of NOx [Parrish et al., 2011], because the earliest two-way catalytic converters controlled CO and VOC emissions only. The steeper NOx/CO trend in our inventory between the mid-1990s and mid-2000s results from faster decline in LDGV CO emissions relative to NOx [McDonald et al., 2013] and the increasing importance of higher NOx-emitting heavy-duty diesel vehicles (HDDVs) [Bishop and Stedman, 2008; McDonald et al., 2012, 2013]. Decreasing NOx/CO after 2007 reflects the influence of the U.S. economic recession on freight traffic (which decreased NOx emissions), the
beginning of the implementation of new HDDV NOx emission control technologies, e.g., by selective catalytic reduction (SCR) systems [Bishop et al., 2015], and initial implementation of Tier two emission standards on U.S. light-duty vehicles where NOx controls were emphasized in the regulations [Bishop and Stedman, 2015]. It is unclear why the NOx/CO emissions ratio from this study is systematically higher than the ambient observations from weekday mornings. However, it is possible that congestion-related impacts, prevalent during the morning commute, could affect these differences. Severe congestion is estimated to increase the amount of fuel burned in the Los Angeles basin by 7–12% [Barth and Boriboonsomsin, 2008]. This would disproportionately impact gasoline vehicles, as diesel trucks avoid driving during morning and evening commuting periods [McDonald et al., 2014]. Because gasoline engines have lower NOx/CO emissions than diesel engines, increasing gasoline emissions relative to diesel would bring our NOx/CO emissions closer to the ambient observations. Under hard acceleration, gasoline engines can also become fuel-enriched, which significantly increases the emission factor of CO relative to NOx (or lowers NOx/CO emissions) [Bishop and Stedman, 2008; Lee and Frey, 2012]. The frequency of hard accelerations during congestion is unlikely to be fully captured by roadway studies used in this analysis. Lastly, it is also possible that the fleet of vehicles traveling during the morning commute period is newer than the typical fleet, which has more effective NOx control technologies installed than older vehicles [Bishop and Stedman, 2015]. Our multidecadal LA Basin inventory (Figures 1a and 2) has already been independently evaluated. Using this inventory as input to a regional chemical transport model enabled accurate prediction of CO and NOx concentrations in the LA Basin during the 2010 CalNex field campaign [Kim et al., 2016]. From CalNex data and observations from a 2002 aircraft campaign in California, Brioude et al. [2013] estimated 2002–2010 reductions in LA Basin CO and NOx emissions of 41% and 37%, respectively, in good agreement with our inventory’s predicted declines of 44% and 41%, respectively [McDonald et al., 2012, 2013]. Between 2005 and 2014, our inventory’s NOx emissions declined 45.3% ± 10.9%, in agreement with a reduction in satellite-derived NO2 columns of 56.4% ± 5.6% over Los Angeles [Duncan et al., 2016]. Figure 1a also shows MACCity’s NOx/CO anthropogenic emissions ratio averaged for the LA Basin and the ratio’s variation across the six grid cells encompassing the LA Basin. The 1960–2015 increase in MACCity’s NOx/CO emissions ratio is 1.54% ± 0.03% yr⁻¹, less than half of the observed NOx/CO growth rate. MACCity’s NOx/CO emission ratio is also higher than observed enhancement ratios throughout the entire time period by a factor of 2–5, suggesting a significant overestimate of NOx emissions and/or an underestimate of CO emissions. Compared to our inventory, MACCity’s total CO emissions are much lower and total NOx emissions are somewhat higher (Figure 2). Also, in contrast to our LA Basin inventory and the observed trends, MACCity’s NOx/CO emissions ratio increases monotonically and does not decline after 2007. When considering mobile source emissions only (Figure 1a), the MACCity LA Basin NOx/CO emissions ratios are still higher than the 1960–2000 observations and increase too slowly (2.2% ± 0.05% yr⁻¹). MACCity mobile source CO and NOx emissions are much less, and CO emissions decreasing too slowly, compared to those derived from our fuel-based inventory (Figure 2). Since the mobile source emissions dominate LA Basin emissions in the fuel-based inventory, and the fuel-based emissions are closer to ambient observations during weekday mornings, we infer that MACCity does not accurately capture the city’s motor vehicle emissions and their trends. Additionally, MACCity’s area and stationary source emissions of NOx are much higher than the CARB estimates used in this study. The incorrect MACCity sector partitioning likely reflects errors arising from the use of a small number of generic spatial surrogates (e.g., population) to allocate national-level emissions to urban scales [Lamarque et al., 2010; Granier et al., 2011]. This spatial allocation scheme can also be problematic for large stationary sources, which may be located outside major urban areas. The long-term trends in observed NOx/CO enhancement ratios and their differences with MACCity emissions ratios seen in the LA Basin persist for seven other U.S. metropolitan areas with populations of 100,000–20,000,000 (see supporting information Text S1 and Figure S6). Measured NOx/CO enhancement ratios from air quality monitoring and intensive field studies in a variety of U.S. cities show similar 1989–2013 trends as those measured in the LA Basin. Like in the LA Basin, average annual increases in the observed NOx/CO in all U.S. cities considered here over the past 25 years (4.1% ± 0.2% yr⁻¹) are steeper than for MACCity emissions ratios (1.45% ± 0.06% yr⁻¹), which are also higher than the ambient ratios by factors of 2–5. We therefore
reaching some general results for the U.S. cities considered here: the long-term trend in NOx/CO enhancement ratios is driven by changes in motor vehicle emissions, and MACCity does not accurately capture changes in motor vehicle emissions over the past several decades and the urban-scale spatial distribution of the dominant emission sectors.

### 3.2. London and Paris

To understand how NOx and CO emissions have changed over time in megacities outside the U.S., we consider NOx/CO enhancement ratios recorded at monitoring stations in London (1989–2015) and Paris (1995–2014) and by roadside remote sensing in 2012 in London (Figure 1b). The combined data from different monitoring sites within London or Paris show a consistent interannual trend, with station-to-station variations in any given year in each city similar to those seen in Los Angeles. The growth rates in the observed NOx/CO enhancement ratios for London and Paris are 7.2% ± 0.4 yr⁻¹ and 8.8% ± 0.4 yr⁻¹, respectively, about twice the average growth rate observed in U.S. cities. In London, observed NOx/CO ratios are higher than those in the LA Basin, and the same is true of Paris for the past decade or so. The fleet-averaged emission ratio of NOx/CO, based on the analysis from roadway remote sensing measurements at four London sites in 2012 [Carslaw and Rhys-Tyler, 2013], was 0.67 mol/mol, which compares well with London’s monitoring data (Figure 1b).

Like the U.S., most heavy-duty vehicles in Europe use diesel fuel. However, in contrast to the predominance of gasoline fuel in U.S. light-duty vehicles, European nations have incentivized the use of light-duty diesel vehicles (LDDVs) to increase fuel economy and decrease CO2 emissions. There are now similar numbers of LDGVs and LDDVs in the UK [Carslaw et al., 2011], where overall diesel currently accounts for the majority of transportation fuel burned [Dunmore et al., 2015]. France and other European countries have similarly high diesel usage in their vehicle fleets [Weiss et al., 2012; Dunmore et al., 2015]. European vehicle fleets have correspondingly higher NOx emissions and lower CO emissions than in the U.S., as demonstrated by the London and Paris observations (Figure 1b). Higher NOx/CO enhancement ratios in London compared to Paris also reflect measures to control congestion in central London, such as charging tolls on passenger vehicles, which encourage a higher fraction of diesel-powered buses and taxis in London compared to other European cities.

Interestingly, observed NOx/CO enhancement ratios continue to climb in London and Paris in recent years despite more stringent controls implemented on motor vehicle NOx emissions. Recent evidence [Carslaw et al., 2011; Carslaw and Rhys-Tyler, 2013] suggests that diesel vehicle emission controls have not been as effective as predicted, although the reasons for this observed behavior are unclear. Measurements of European Emission Standards 4 to 6 (Euro 4–6) LDDVs showed higher NOx emissions on roadways compared to laboratory tests [Chen and Borken-Kleefeld, 2014]. While the newest Euro 6 SCR systems for LDDVs show promise in reducing on-road NOx emissions compared to earlier Euro 4–5 technology, real-world tests of Euro 4–6 vehicles demonstrate that all can exceed European NOx emissions standards [Weiss et al., 2012]. Meanwhile, NOx concentrations near roadways in the UK have remained stable [Carslaw et al., 2011], and NOx emissions from all diesel vehicle types in the UK have not declined much over the past two decades [Carslaw and Rhys-Tyler, 2013].

The observations presented in Figure 1b support the conclusions of these European studies, demonstrating that ambient air monitoring can detect trends in urban vehicle emissions. Agreement between the monitoring network and remote sensing observations in the LA Basin (Figure 1a) and in London (Figure 1b) further strengthens our conclusion that the long-term evolution of ambient NOx/CO enhancement ratios in these cities are driven by motor vehicle emissions. Taken together, comparisons of observed NOx/CO enhancement ratio trends in all cities considered here highlight the effect of different motor vehicle emissions control strategies pursued in the U.S. and Europe since the late 1990s. Before then, we might expect that the European emissions ratios would be similar to those in the LA Basin, because past European light-duty vehicle fleets had higher fractions of gasoline engines and relatively few diesels compared with recent years. However, Euro emissions standards began later than in the U.S., which may result in some differences between the U.S. and European trends prior to 1990.

MACCity captures the factor of 2–3 higher NOx/CO emissions ratio in London compared to Paris seen in the ambient observations (Figure 1b). As in the U.S. cities studied here, increases in MACCity’s NOx/CO emissions ratio in London and Paris are smaller (1.88% ± 0.05% yr⁻¹ and 1.59% ± 0.05% yr⁻¹, respectively) than the
observed trends in these cities (7.2% ± 0.4% yr⁻¹ and 8.8% ± 0.4% yr⁻¹, respectively). London and Paris MACCity NOₓ/CO emissions ratios are similar to observed enhancement ratios between 2000 and 2010. However, because of differing temporal trends, MACCity diverges from the observations in both cities before 2000 and after 2010. MACCity cannot be directly evaluated prior to 1990 in London or Paris due to the lack of available monitoring data for NOₓ and CO. From 1970 to 1990, MACCity’s NOₓ/CO emissions ratio in both cities is higher than the curve fitted to the LA Basin observations (Figure 1b). Because we expect trends in London and Paris to be more similar to those in the LA Basin prior to 1990, we suggest that MACCity likely also overestimates NOₓ/CO emissions ratios in European cities during this earlier time period.

4. Conclusions

We demonstrate that multidecadal observations of NOₓ/CO enhancement ratios in source regions provide valuable information on emissions trends in U.S. and European megacities. In Los Angeles, agreement between a variety of measurement platforms and a long-term emissions inventory using a fuel-based approach for motor vehicles shows that the 1965–2015 evolution of ambient levels of NOₓ and CO resulted from more stringent vehicle emission standards, the growing importance of heavy-duty diesel engines, and the influence of the 2008 economic recession. Similarities between Los Angeles NOₓ/CO observations and those in seven other U.S. cities in the past 25 years indicate that the comparatively longer measurement record in Los Angeles can be used to understand the trends in U.S. motor vehicle emissions ratios over the past five decades. Comparisons of the past 25 years of NOₓ/CO observations in London, Paris, and Los Angeles demonstrate the differences in these cities’ vehicle fleets and highlight the atmospheric impacts of different emissions control strategies in Europe and the U.S. The long ambient monitoring record in London and Paris is consistent with recent observations showing higher-than-expected NOₓ emissions from European diesel passenger vehicles.

Megacity observations provide a key constraint on global emissions inventories. Long-term trends in observed NOₓ/CO enhancement ratios in Los Angeles, New York, London, and Paris are systematically higher than the trends in MACCity. In Los Angeles, comparisons of MACCity to our observationally validated fuel-based inventory show that MACCity underestimates motor vehicle CO emissions and incorrectly partitions emissions between mobile and nonmobile source sectors. The similarity of long-term MACCity NOₓ/CO emissions trends in U.S. and European cities highlights a major challenge that must be addressed by global inventories: capturing important regional differences for key emission sectors around the world. Verification of transportation emissions is needed in other megacities, especially those with rapidly growing vehicle fleets. Fuel-based approaches employing roadway remote sensing of vehicles under real-world operating conditions, and using vehicle identification to correlate emissions with engine type, age, and control technology [Bishop and Stedman, 2008, 2015; Carslaw and Rhys-Tyler, 2013], could be replicated elsewhere.

Accurate long-term measurements of NOₓ and CO are scarce or nonexistent in developing regions of the world, particularly in the rapidly changing cities of Asia, Latin America, and Africa. Accurate measurements from field campaigns outside the U.S. and Europe, e.g., in Tokyo and Mexico City [Kondo et al., 2010; Parrish et al., 2011; Gallardo et al., 2012], offer only brief snapshots when compared with the multidecadal measurement records discussed here. Recent findings [Carslaw and Rhys-Tyler, 2013; Bishop and Stedman, 2015] of higher-than-anticipated NOₓ emissions from diesel passenger vehicles in Europe and the U.S. demonstrate that it is still difficult for developed nations to accurately assess their mobile fleet emissions by relying solely on laboratory testing of individual vehicles. The challenges are even greater for countries undergoing rapid economic changes that lack resources for systematic environmental monitoring and assessment.

Whether changes to MACCity indicated by our analysis will actually improve model simulations of tropospheric ozone is an open question. A critical issue is how well MACCity captures VOC emissions trends. Because CO and VOC emissions in the LA Basin are highly correlated [Warneke et al., 2012], we assume that MACCity’s underestimation of CO emissions will translate to similar underestimates of VOC emissions, as was demonstrated for Beirut, Lebanon [Salameh et al., 2016]. Ozone predictions from different models in response to improved emissions estimates will also likely depend on model VOC emissions speciation and chemical mechanisms [von Schneidemesser et al., 2016]. Recent observations suggest that there are higher VOC
emissions from UK diesel vehicles than inventories report [Dunmore et al., 2015], further complicating efforts to accurately model ozone in global megacities.

MACCity is one example of a global emissions inventory used as input for global chemistry model simulations. The systematic differences with observations and inability to capture regional differences are likely not unique to MACCity, since global inventories rely on similar information about activity, emission factors, and spatial allocation. This study points to the utility of long-term urban atmospheric monitoring and analysis to critically evaluate emissions inventories and demonstrates the need for globally consistent bottom-up methods that incorporate regional knowledge about emissions sources. Constraining bottom-up emissions inventories against historical observations helps verify that the underlying emissions drivers are understood and gives confidence in using such methods to project future emissions, with attendant improvements in simulating future tropospheric composition, air quality, and climate impacts.
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